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Using multi-stimulus VEP source localization to obtain a retinotopic map
of human primary visual cortex
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Abstract
Objective: The goal of this study was to acquire a detailed spatial and temporal map of primary visual cortex using a novel VEP stimulus
and analysis technique.
Methods: A multi-stimulus array spanning the central 18 degrees of the visual ®eld was used where each of 60 checkerboard stimulus
`patches' was simultaneously modulated with an independent binary m-sequence (Sutter, 1992). VEPs corresponding to each patch were
recorded from 3 subjects using a dense posterior electrode array. For each stimulus patch, single dipole source localization was conducted to
determine the location, magnitude, and time-function of the underlying neural activation. To reduce ambiguity in the solution, a common
time-function was assumed for stimulus patches at the same visual eccentricity (de®ning an annulus). The analysis was conducted independently for each annulus composed of 4±12 patches.
Results: The loci of the dipole solutions followed a smooth retinotopic pattern across annuli consistent with the classical organization of
primary visual cortex. Speci®cally, each dipole was found contralateral to the corresponding stimulus patch and ®eld inversion was observed
for all subjects.
Conclusions: Using this technique, the most detailed spatial and temporal retinotopic map of primary visual cortex to date has been
obtained. q 1999 Elsevier Science Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Course retinotopic maps of V1 have been obtained by
correlating brain lesion locations with visual ®eld de®cits
(Holmes, 1945; Spalding, 1952; Horton and Hoyt, 1991a).
Such studies have shown that an inverted representation of
each visual hemi®eld maps onto the contralateral occipital
cortex. The center of the visual ®eld is bilaterally represented on the occipital pole with increasing ®eld eccentricities projecting more anteriorly in the brain.
Detailed retinotopic maps of primary visual cortex have
been obtained using functional magnetic resonant imaging
(fMRI) (Sereno et al., 1994; DeYoe et al., 1996; Engel et al.,
1997). These studies correlate stimulus positions in the
visual ®eld with loci of neural activation in the cortex.
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Although fMRI provides excellent spatial resolution, its
dependence upon the hemodynamic response limits its
temporal resolution and relies on assumptions regarding
the relation between neural activation and the measured
response.
To address the temporal limitations of fMRI, techniques
can be used which depend directly on neural activity such as
visual evoked potential (VEP) and magnetoencephalography (MEG) recording. Gevins (1996) stimulated the central
two degrees of the visual ®eld using sequentially presented
reversing checkerboard octants and conducted VEP source
localization. Dipole locations roughly matched the known
contralateral and inverted retinotopic organization of
primary visual cortex. Aine et al. (1996) conducted MEG
source localization to 7 sequentially presented sinusoidal
stimuli in the lower right quadrant of the visual ®eld.
Again, the solutions matched the classical retinotopic map
of V1 reasonably well. Because each stimulus must be
presented enough times to elicit a measurable response,
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(Jasper, 1958) with interpolated electrode placement to
increase spatial sampling. The full array of electrodes is
illustrated in Fig. 1.
2.3. Multi-stimulus array

Fig. 1. Multi-electrode array used to record VEPs. Although all electrodes
are approximately equidistant, those around the perimeter appear closer
together due to the curvature of the head. The electrodes were imbedded
in a nylon cap to ensure fast and repeatable electrode placement. All electrode impedances were maintained below 5 kV and electrode czp was used
as a reference.

standard VEP and MEG methods are limited in the number
of stimulus locations that can be used for retinotopic
mapping. To overcome this limitation, we used a new
method for acquiring VEPs to multiple stimulus locations
simultaneously.
To determine the temporal and spatial dynamics of
human visual area V1, neural responses generated by
stimuli at numerous positions in the visual ®eld must be
acquired using a method with suf®cient temporal resolution.
We have combined two proven techniques to achieve this
goal: a multi-stimulus array consisting of 60 stimulus positions (Baseler et al., 1994; Baseler and Sutter, 1997) and
multi-electrode VEP dipole source localization.

The multi-stimulus array shown in Fig. 2 was used to
stimulate 60 positions across the central 188 of the visual
®eld. Subjects viewed the stimulus array binocularly.
Each checkerboard patch was simultaneously modulated
with a shifted binary m-sequence (Sutter, 1992; Baseler et
al., 1994) and was scaled by the cortical magni®cation
factor of the primary visual area (Horton and Hoyt,
1991a). When using the checkerboard stimulus, the ®rst
slice of the second order kernel is analogous to the pattern
reversal VEP (Baseler et al., 1994).
The m-sequence length was 2 16-1 corresponding to the
presentation of 65 535 stimulus frames. In this process, each
patch was stimulated with 32 768 check reversals. This
large number of reversals contributes to a high signal-tonoise ratio in the VEP. The frame rate was 75 Hz. Differences in timing from the top to the bottom of the screen due
to the raster scan was taken into account when computing
the responses to each stimulus patch (Sutter and Tran,
1992). The m-sequence was broken up into 16, 55 second
data collection segments. Subjects were allowed to relax
between each segment. Four to 6 sets (each consisting of
the 16 segments) were averaged together for each participant. Ampli®ers were set to a gain of 100 000 with a bandpass setting of 0.5±100 Hz. Electrode voltages were
sampled every 1.67 ms (8 samples per video frame).

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Participants
Three healthy adults (2 males, 1 female) between the ages
of 28 and 48 participated in this study. All participants
volunteered to take part in the study and had either normal
or corrected to normal vision.
2.2. Electrode placement
Given our interest in V1, which is located in the posterior
of the brain, an array of 43 (for subject TC) or 48 (for
subjects HB and SD) electrodes was placed on the back of
the head. This array included the posterior 10±20 positions

Fig. 2. Multi-stimulus array used to stimulate 60 positions across the visual
®eld. All patches were modulated independently with a checkerboard
stimulus as shown in the upper right quadrant. Baseler and Sutter (1997)
used an identical stimulus array to record from a bipolar electrode con®guration. Their study showed the reversal of each patch with a 4 £ 4 checks/
patch pattern resulted in robust electrode responses.
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2.4. Source localization
Nearly all source localization procedures utilize the same
basic framework (Scherg and Berg, 1991). Given a topographic voltage distribution, Vreal (e, t, p), across an electrode array e, over time t, due to a stimulus patch p, the goal
is to ®nd the corresponding location and time course of the
underlying cortical activity that accounts for Vreal. The solution is obtained by using an iterative procedure. Fig. 3
displays the method used to conduct source localization
assuming one active brain region. This assumption is
reasonable, since the small reversing checks with high
reversal rates predominantly activate one cortical region.
The 75 Hz rate of stimulation results in a mean reversal
rate of 37.5 Hz for each stimulus patch. Other studies
have shown that stimulation of patch reversals at high
¯icker rates preferentially activate primary visual cortex
(Skalej et al., 1995; Schiefer et al., 1996, 1998). For each
iteration, the scalp voltage (V®t) is predicted by the model
which assumes the head is a homogeneous sphere and cortical activity is a single dipole current source. The dipole
moment, M, describes the variation in source magnitude
over time for each patch. For a given patch, the voltage
distribution across an electrode position array e, generated
by a source at location, r(p), and moment, M(p, t), can be
calculated using the formula
ÿ

ÿ ÿ  ÿ 
1
Vfit e; p; t  W e; r p zM p; t
where p is the patch index, t is the time index, z indicates
the dot product, and W is the Brody vector weight given by
h
i
2
W  e 1 2 e 2 r=d 2 1 e e z r 2 r= d 1 1 2 e z r
Bold variables are vector quantities and d j r 2 e j (Brody
et al., 1973).
2.5. Implementing a temporal constraint
Many source localization procedures impose a variety of
constraints on the dipole solutions which make use of
known cortical anatomy or limit the time-window of interest
(Scherg and Berg, 1991; Dale and Sereno, 1993; Clark and
Hillyard, 1996). Such constraints increase the accuracy of
the results by judiciously reducing the solution space. It is
reasonable to assume that the dipole orientation of a cortical
source is independent of time; in other words, the dipole
orientation is stationary and only the dipole magnitude
changes in time (Scherg and Berg, 1991).
ÿ 
ÿ  ÿ 
ÿ 
3
M p; t  M p T p; t where ST p; t 2  1
We further assume that each group of stimulus patches at
the same eccentricity, de®ning an annulus, generate source
responses with similar temporal waveforms, T(t) (Baseler
and Sutter, 1997; Carney et al., 1998).
ÿ 
4
T p; t  T t where ST t2  1
Thus Eq. (1) becomes

ÿ

ÿ ÿ  ÿ 
Vfit e; p; t  W e; r p zM p T t
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where the inner product W z M is the magnitude of the
surface potential and T(t) describes its temporal modulation.
2.6. Warping electrode locations
Actual electrode locations were projected onto a unit
sphere to accommodate the spherical head model used in
the source localization procedure. The locations were determined using a Polhemus 3D digitizer. The best ®tting radius
and center were obtained by minimizing the difference
between the actual and spherical electrode locations using
the Marquardt least-squares algorithm.
2.7. Veri®cation
The most common technique to determine the validity of
a solution is to compare the resulting dipole locations with
the known locations of the multiple visual areas (Ossenblok
and Spekreijse, 1991; Plendl et al., 1993; Gonzalez et al.,
1994). An even more detailed method of veri®cation is
based upon the known retinotopic con®guration within
early visual areas. This method has been used to verify
localization results in primary visual cortex with 7 or 6
stimulus locations (Aine et al., 1996; Gevins, 1996). Information about the orientation of the cortical surface can be
useful in verifying the source localization results as well.
Striate cortex is known to follow the calcarine sulcus. At a
given eccentricity, a stimulus patch in the upper visual ®eld
and a stimulus patch in the lower visual ®eld are expected to
activate the lower and upper bank of the calcarine sulcus
respectively. The corresponding dipoles are expected to
reverse in polarity. This reversal is characteristic of the
primary visual cortex and serves as a means to identify
signals from this source.
Dipoles within an annulus are expected to show continuity of location. In addition, results across annuli should show
continuity in location, magnitude, and temporal response
characteristics. Since results are obtained independently
between annuli, these continuity checks provide a powerful
means of validating this procedure.
3. Results and discussion
The numbering scheme of the stimulus patches is given in
Fig. 4. One annulus of patches is shown in Fig. 5a and the
corresponding classical V1 projection is shown in Fig. 5b
(Horton and Hoyt, 1991a). In standard source localization, a
separate time function is assumed for every dipole response
to each stimulus patch (where T is a function of both p and
t). Using standard source localization, Fig. 6 shows the timefunctions for dipoles within annulus two for subject HB.
The similarity of these time-functions gives support to the
previous supposition that dipoles generated by patches at a
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Fig. 4. Stimulus patch numbering scheme. Patches of similar eccentricity
within an annulus have the same pre®x which increases sequentially from
the center toward the periphery. The suf®x in each semi-annulus is labeled
sequentially from top to bottom starting from 1 to 6 on the left and from 7 to
c on the right. In the two central annuli, the suf®x is labeled in a way to
make the patches adjacent to the horizontal and vertical meridian consistent
across annuli.

Fig. 3. Flow chart of the iterative procedure used to determine dipole
location given a topographic voltage distribution. The ®rst step was to
guess the location and magnitude of the underlying neural activity. For
each stimulus patch, this was done by a search using a 3 £ 3 grid contralateral to the stimulus. A radial dipole at a depth of 0.7 (where 1 is the radius
of the head) was randomly placed on one of the grid points. Linear regression was used to obtain the initial guess for the timecourse. Identical results
were obtained regardless of the initial parameter values. For each loop
through the iteration, a model of the head and brain activity was used to
generate a voltage distribution, V®t (see Eqs. (1) and (2) in the text). The
difference between V®t and Vreal contribute to an error term. The sum of
squared error, SSE, is calculated by summing the square of this error term
over all electrodes and all time-points. SSE is minimized using the
Marquardt least-squares analysis with 3 parameters (3 for location with
linear regression for magnitude inside the least-squares routine and linear
time-course regression outside the least-squares routine). If the change in
SSE from one iteration to the next is below a certain tolerance level, e, then
the guess of the neural location is accepted. If it is not, then a new guess is
used and the process repeats until the SSE stabilizes.

similar eccentricity have similar time-functions (justifying
the use of the common-time function assumption, Eq. 4).
Fig. 7 shows the dipole solutions for annulus 5 with and
without the temporal constraint for subject TC. Although
most of the dipole locations and magnitudes are similar,

the dipole solutions of patches 57, 5b, and 54 in Fig. 7a,
without the temporal constraint, and Fig. 7b, with the
temporal constraint, were quite different. The solutions to
patches 57 and 5b without the temporal constraint are
located on the ipsilateral side of the head and with the
temporal constraint are located on the expected contralateral
side of the head. The solution to patch 5b with the temporal
constraint is more continuous with surrounding patches 5a
and 5c as expected from the retinotopic organization of V1.
A possible explanation for the aberrant solution of patch 5b
without the temporal constraint is that the source is located
near the base of the calcarine sulcus where the activity of
two opposing faces of cortex nearly cancel.
Fig. 8 shows that cancellation may indeed be the cause.

Fig. 5. (a) Patches within one annulus and (b) an idealized representation of
each patch's representation in a posterior view of primary visual cortex
(coronal slice through the occipital cortex). Stimuli are mapped onto the
contralateral hemisphere and inverted on the primary visual cortex
surrounding the calcarine sulcus.
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Fig. 7. Single dipole locations and magnitudes in annulus 5 for subject TC
with (a) standard source localization (no common time-function) and (b)
source localization using the common time-function constraint.

Fig. 6. Single dipole time-courses for all patches in annulus 2 for subject
HB. Responses are offset by the amount shown (offset arrow) to simplify
waveform comparisons. Time-functions are normalized to unity since it is
the dipole magnitude that carries the information about the size of the
response. Magnitudes are allowed to vary across patches within an annulus.

From the raw surface VEP's it is evident that moving from
patch 5a to 5b to 5c involves a polarity inversion of the
principal response component and its apparent cancellation
in patch 5b. A similar effect of cancellation and polarity
inversion is also evident for the 53 to 54 to 55 sequence
of patches shown in Fig. 8b.
In the absence of a strong striate signal for patches 5b and
54, it is not surprising that standard DSL methods result in
dipole locations that lack continuity with neighboring locations. The identi®ed source may re¯ect ®tting a dipole to
extrastriate sources or background noise. By using the
common time function assumption, the analyses focuses
on that part of the temporal signal that matches the striate
signal of the surrounding sources, thereby achieving much
better source localization even for patches with weak selfcanceling sources. We see this effect for sources 5b and 54
in Fig. 7. When the common time function assumption is
applied (Fig. 7b), the sources move to locations that are
continuous with respect to neighboring source solutions.
The average percent variance accounted for by a one
dipole ®t with the time-function constraint (conducted independently for each annulus and then averaged), was found to
be 52% for subject TC, 51% for subject HB, and 39% for
subject SD. There are 115 200 data points (200 time points
X 48 electrodes X 12 patches) which are ®t by 271 parameters ((3 for location 1 3 for magnitude) X 12 patches 1
199 for time) in the one dipole ®t procedure for each of the
outer 4 annuli. Considering the simplicity of the model,
which constitutes a 425/1 data reduction, and the noisiness
of the data, the percentage variance accounted for suggests
that the response is dominated by a single neural generator.
The percentage variance accounted for also provides additional support that our time function assumption is correct

otherwise the percentage variance accounted for would be
much lower.
The waveform reversals in Fig. 8 support the conjecture
that the dominant source is generated by primary visual
cortex. The activity of different peaks within these types
of waveforms have been analyzed extensively in a number
of studies (Mangun et al., 1993; Gonzalez et al., 1994;
Clark et al., 1995). The ®rst peak elicited by a checkerboard ¯ash stimulus is typically attributed to visual area V1
because this peak reverses in polarity as the stimulus position is changed from the upper to lower visual ®eld (resulting in activity on the lower and upper bank of the calcarine
sulcus). Clark et al. (1995) showed that the peaks which
follow the ®rst component in response to a checkerboard
¯ash stimulus do not reverse in polarity and are, therefore,
attributed to extrastriate cortex. This constancy in waveform polarity is due to the topology in the cortical organization of extrastriate visual areas. Additionally, sources
generated in visual areas V2 and V3 are not continuous
in cortical representation as stimulation progresses across
the horizontal meridian but rather jump discontinuously
across cortex (Horton and Hoyt, 199lb). If waveforms
and dipole sources are shown to reverse in polarity and
maintain continuity across the horizontal meridian, the

Fig. 8. VEP responses placed at the location of each recording electrode (as
viewed from the posterior) for subject TC due to stimulation by (a) adjacent
patches 5a, 5b, and 5c and by (b) adjacent patches 53, 54, 55. Epoch ranges
from 0 to 333 ms for all electrodes with a peak-to-peak amplitude in the 300
nanovolt range. The response at oz is missing due to an intermittent connection.
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underlying neural generators likely represent activity of
primary visual cortex. As polarity reversals and continuity
across the horizontal meridian are consistent across all
subjects (see Fig. 9), this lends support to the assertion
that V1 is responsible for the dominant response when
using our multi-stimulus checkerboard array.
Fig. 9 shows the one dipole solutions corresponding to
each stimulus patch in the multi-stimulus array obtained for
all subjects. The common time-function constraint was
implemented within each annulus. A number of consistencies with the known cortical organization of primary visual
cortex can be observed in this ®gure: stimulus location
suf®xes are numbered from 1 to 6 from top-to-bottom on
the left and from 7 to c from top-to-bottom on the right.
Contralateral activation can be veri®ed by observing that all
neural solutions on the left were stimulated by patches on
the right (suf®xes from 7 to c) and all neural solutions on the
right were stimulated by patches on the left (suf®xes from 1
to 6). Field inversion can also be observed since the lower
suf®x numbers at the top of the stimulus are nearer the
bottom of the brain. This contralateral and inverted retinotopic organization was obtained for all subjects.

In addition to retinotopy, within hemispheric similarities
and inter-hemispheric differences can also be observed in
the solutions. For example, dipole locations on the right side
of the head of subject TC show a curvature that is not
apparent on the left.
3.1. Cortical mapping
An appropriate 3-D retinotopic map of primary visual
cortex can be reconstructed from the dipole locations and
magnitudes. Fig. 10 displays a partial cortical map corresponding to stimuli in the upper left quadrant of the visual
®eld for subject TC. In the interest of mapping the lower
bank of the right primary visual cortex, stimuli from
annuli 3±6 with suf®xes 2 and 3 were selected. Fig. 10a
shows that all dipole orientations are pointing in similar
directions as expected from a roughly planar region of
cortex. Fig. l0b illustrates that stimuli at increasing eccentricity are mapped more anterior in the cortex. Both of
these results correspond well with the known cortical
architecture of V1.

Fig. 9. Back of the head view of all dipole solutions for all subjects. Dipoles generated from patches in the center annuli are at their actual position and
successive semi-annuli are offset in either direction by the amount shown (offset arrow). The center of the head is labeled with a 1 and a 1 cm radius circle is
placed around the center as a reference. Solutions within a hemisphere semi-annulus are connected by dotted lines and should approximate the location of the
cortex between the localized patches.
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Fig. 10. Dipole locations and magnitudes for a radial wedge of patches including 32, 33, 42, 43, 52, 53, 62, and 63 from the (a) back view and (b) top view.
Subject TC.

4. General discussion
The waveform polarity reversals (Clark et al., 1995), the
dipole retinotopic organization (Horton and Hoyt, 1991a),
and continuity across the horizontal meridian (Horton and
Hoyt, 1991b) all indicate that this method of stimulation and
analysis reveals primary visual cortex activation.
The assumption that the dipoles generated by patches in
an annulus had the same temporal waveform assisted in
localizing weaker sources. In the case of a weak V1 source
(due to the source lying in a cortical fold), a dipole solution
would be noise or a non-striate source and would not
conform to ®t to a smooth transition across V1. By forcing
the time-functions of all dipoles corresponding to a given
annulus to be the same, the aberrant dipoles were localized
closer to their expected locations (see Fig. 7). Still, if the
signal strength of V1 is too low, the solutions will not be
`rescued'. These regions can be found by inspecting the
dipole solutions and observing an incoherent or inconsistent
set of results. The location accuracy of such dipoles should
not be trusted.
Some groups have implemented a symmetry constraint
between hemispheres when conducting source localization
of higher cortical regions (Scherg and Berg, 1991; Plendl et
al., 1993; Gonzalez et al., 1994; Clark and Hillyard, 1996).
Our results indicate that there are large interhemispheric
differences in primary visual cortex that likely exist in
higher visual areas. Therefore, the accuracy of dipole solutions obtained using the symmetry constraint must be reconsidered.
Before the present study, the most detailed retinotopic
map of human visual area V1 with high temporal resolution
was generated using 7 different stimulus locations (Aine et

al., 1996). Our method has provided a detailed retinotopic
map with nearly 10 times as many stimuli. In the future, the
high temporal resolution of the retinotopic information
gained with this method may be coupled with the results
of fMRI. As the VEP results using this method are likely to
be locally coherent but globally inaccurate (showing local
continuity, but shifted due to the poor head model), an algorithm will be developed to warp our locations and magnitudes onto the retinotopic map provided by fMRI.
Given a typical visual stimulus, many visual areas are
activated to process different stimulus attributes like
shape, color, and motion. Therefore, the study of simultaneously active visual areas is crucial in understanding how
we process information in the normal visual environment.
To emphasize response components from extrastriate areas,
the properties of the stimulus array may be altered. The
temporal constraint is expected to dramatically increase
the accuracy of extrastriate source localization. By comparing the time course of activation in each visual area, this
method may be capable of realizing the interplay between
them. By combining this information with retinotopic maps
provided by fMRI, this technique has the potential of
providing detailed temporal and spatial information about
the cortical dynamics of early visual areas.
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